Our world is changing elegantly reserved. Durability against weather conditions and intense UV radiation, whilst being both expressive and the new architectural understanding for nature and humanity – environmentally sustainable, super.

That is precisely how this selection of 40 dynamic super durable powder coatings came to life; with a passion for architecture and design, guided by a clear vision on the changes happening changing dynamics. Global issues, technological evolutions and digitalization of the real world are all.
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ICONICA SuperDurable powder coatings for metal substrates
Our world is changing. That is precisely how this selection of 40 dynamic super durable powder coatings came to life; materials and variants on classics are all taking us on a journey into new horizons of design.

**Order your free sample panels on:** www.axaltacolourit.com
Our world is changing.

The age of movement and motion is bringing an unprecedented energy to our world.

In the quest for new possibilities for a brighter future, new generations are adapting to the changing dynamics. Global issues, technological evolutions and digitalization of the real world are all factors which contribute to new found aesthetics. New perspectives, augmented reality, digitalized changing dynamics. Global issues, technological evolutions and digitalization of the real world are all the new architectural understanding for nature and humanity – environmentally sustainable, super durable. ICONICA is a selection from the range of Alesta® SuperDurable powder coatings and represents factors which contribute to new found aesthetics. New perspectives, augmented reality, digitalized changing dynamics. Global issues, technological evolutions and digitalization of the real world are all the new architectural understanding for nature and humanity – environmentally sustainable, super durable. ICONICA is a selection from the range of Alesta® SuperDurable powder coatings and represents factors which contribute to new found aesthetics. New perspectives, augmented reality, digitalized changing dynamics. Global issues, technological evolutions and digitalization of the real world are all the new architectural understanding for nature and humanity – environmentally sustainable, super durable. ICONICA is a selection from the range of Alesta® SuperDurable powder coatings and represents factors which contribute to new found aesthetics. New perspectives, augmented reality, digitalized changing dynamics. Global issues, technological evolutions and digitalization of the real world are all the new architectural understanding for nature and humanity – environmentally sustainable, super durable. ICONICA is a selection from the range of Alesta® SuperDurable powder coatings and represents factors which contribute to new found aesthetics. New perspectives, augmented reality, digitalized changing dynamics. Global issues, technological evolutions and digitalization of the real world are all the new architectural understanding for nature and humanity – environmentally sustainable, super durable. ICONICA is a selection from the range of Alesta® SuperDurable powder coatings and represents factors which contribute to new found aesthetics. New perspectives, augmented reality, digitalized changing dynamics. Global issues, technological evolutions and digitalization of the real world are all the new architectural understanding for nature and humanity – environmentally sustainable, super durable. ICONICA is a selection from the range of Alesta® SuperDurable powder coatings and represents factors which contribute to new found aesthetics. New perspectives, augmented reality, digitalized changing dynamics. Global issues, technological evolutions and digitalization of the real world are all the new architectural understanding for nature and humanity – environmentally sustainable, super durable. ICONICA is a selection from the range of Alesta® SuperDurable powder coatings and represents factors which contribute to new found aesthetics. New perspectives, augmented reality, digitalized changing dynamics. Global issues, technological evolutions and digitalization of the real world are all the new architectural understanding for nature and humanity – environmentally sustainable, super durable. ICONICA is a selection from the range of Alesta® SuperDurable powder coatings and represents factors which contribute to new found aesthetics. New perspectives, augmented reality, digitalized changing dynamics. Global issues, technological evolutions and digitalization of the real world are all the new architectural understanding for nature and humanity – environmentally sustainable, super durable. ICONICA is a selection from the range of Alesta® SuperDurable powder coatings and represents factors which contribute to new found aesthetics. New perspectives, augmented reality, digitalized changing dynamics. Global issues, technological evolutions and digitalization of the real world are all the new architectural understanding for nature and humanity – environmentally sustainable, super durable. ICONICA is a selection from the range of Alesta® SuperDurable powder coatings and represents factors which contribute to new found aesthetics. New perspectives, augmented reality, digitalized changing dynamics. Global issues, technological evolutions and digitalization of the real world are all the new architectural understanding for nature and humanity – environmentally sustainable, super durable. ICONICA is a selection from the range of Alesta® SuperDurable powder coatings and represents factors which contribute to new found aesthetics. New perspectives, augmented reality, digitalized changing dynamics. Global issues, technological evolutions and digitalization of the real world are all the new architectural understanding for nature and humanity – environmentally sustainable, super durable. ICONICA is a selection from the range of Alesta® SuperDurable powder coatings and represents factors which contribute to new found aesthetics. New perspectives, augmented reality, digitalized changing dynamics. Global issues, technological evolutions and digitalization of the real world are all the new architectural understanding for nature and humanity – environmentally sustainable, super durable. ICONICA is a selection from the range of Alesta® SuperDurable powder coatings and represents factors which contribute to new found aesthetics. New perspectives, augmented reality, digitalized changing dynamics. Global issues, technological evolutions and digitalization of the real world are all the new architectural understanding for nature and humanity – environmentally sustainable, super durable. ICONICA is a selection from the range of Alesta® SuperDurable powder coatings and represents factors which contribute to new found aesthetics. New perspectives, augmented reality, digitalized changing dynamics. Global issues, technological evolutions and digitalization of the real world are all the new architectural understanding for nature and humanity – environmentally sustainable, super durable. ICONICA is a selection from the range of Alesta® SuperDurable powder coatings and represents factors which contribute to new found aesthetics. New perspectives, augmented reality, digitalized changing dynamics. Global issues, technological evolutions and digitalization of the real world are all the new architectural understanding for nature and humanity – environmentally sustainable, super durable.
Nature is the core element in the development of a better future. Nature provides the answer to the need for balance and serenity through the use of soft whites and subtle bronzes, highlighted by fresh greens. Minimalism, bio-mimicry and randomness define the shapes.
ENERGY MANIFESTO

Digital shapes, colours and inspiration brought to life thanks to technological developments with the use of energetic shades of red, blue and orange. Shapes are well defined by colour blocks and the innovative use of surface cut outs and other volumetric anomalies.
Citizens of the world today transcend traditional frontiers and seek new vanishing points in design and in life. Braided and woven cladding and textures reflect the craftsmanship aspired to by all cultures. Warm oxidized greens mixed with reds and coppers.

Arts: D.Perrault-Paczowski & Fritsch-M3
Architects: GROUP A Architecten
Architects: Abscis Architecten | Courtesy of Metal Design Works BV | Photographer: Bart van Vlijmen
Nature provides the answer to the need for balance and serenity through the use of soft whites and subtle bronzes, highlighted by fresh greens. Nature is the core element in the development of a better future. Minimalism, bio-mimicry and randomness define the shapes.

Eden Garden

Precious Sand | SD301C8006020
Nordic Lichen | SD301C5008020
Green Chlorophyll | SD301C6009020
Fresh Moss | SD301C6100020

Architects: Abscis Architecten | Courtesy of Metal Design Works BV | Photographer: Bart van Vlijmen

Technological developments with the use of energetic shades of red, innovative use of surface cut outs and other volumetric anomalies. Digital shapes, colours and inspiration brought to life thanks to energy manifesto.

Citizens of the world today transcend traditional frontiers and seek new vanishing points in design and in life. Braided and woven cladding and textures reflect the craftsmanship aspired to by all cultures. Warm oxidized greens mixed with reds and coppers.

Cultivated aesthetics pay tribute to success, power and glory by staging a spectacular and sparkling display. Glamorous black, silver and gold breathe classic grandeur onto origami inspired cladding, adding a layer of precious metal for every design. A dramatic and theatric display. Glamorous black, silver and gold breathe classic grandeur onto origami inspired cladding, adding a layer of precious metal for every design.

Fine Pearl | SD301C9034020
Silver Dream | SD301C7036020
Original Platinum | SD301C7037020
Anodised Silver | SD201C7035020

Techno Black | SD801C4038020
Gold Supreme | SD031C1033020
Grey Gold | SD301C7031020
Our world is changing. Elegantly reserved. Durability against weather conditions and intense UV radiation, whilst being both expressive and ICONICA is a selection from the range of Alesta® SuperDurable powder coatings and represents that is precisely how this selection of 40 dynamic super durable powder coatings came to life; materials and variants on classics are all taking us on a journey into new horizons of design.

In the quest for new possibilities for a brighter future, new generations are adapting to the age of movement and motion is bringing an unprecedented energy to our world.

The Axalta logo, Axalta ™, Axalta Coating Systems ™ and all products denoted with ™ or ® are trademarks or registered trademarks of Axalta Coating Systems, LLC and its affiliates. Axalta trademarks may not be used in connection with any product or service that is not an Axalta product or service. Variations in application conditions may result in slight differences in the appearance of these special finishes. The sample panels shown are indicative only, request a sample for final confirmation of appearance.